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Introduction

Globally, the way we read, write and buy books is changing.

The Early Adopters have paved the way for the masses in terms of self-publishing, and like with 
any new phase or fad there is a glimmer of hope in the eye of every budding Author looking 
to become the next overnight sensation.

In the recent study of more than 1,000 self-published Authors by Taleist it showed that only 
10% of respondents were responsible for 75% of the income.

On the Industry level, physical shelf space has been reduced with the collapse of the Borders 
Group, also leading to the closure of the Angus & Robertson company stores in Australia. 
Trending data in Australia from the Nielsen Bookscan showed that book sales for 2011 decreased 
by 7.1% on the previous year.

Amazon has shaken and stirred the traditionalists in the Industry, and has seen continued 
increases in sales due to their Kindle device and E-book sales.

Whether traditionally published or self-published an Author’s reality is the same...

Marketing Sells Books!

Over the course of these materials, you will develop a strategic vision for taking your book to 
market, to ensure that you are in the top 10% of Authors that earn 75% of the income.

As a Self-Published Author, build a marketing campaign that will take you through you first 
year as an Author and beyond.

Understand that you are truly accountable for your own success.

Create a business and distribution model that maximises your profile as an Author.
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Section One: An Introduction to Marketing

The essence of marketing breathes through every activity that you take as a Business Owner.

Your passion, belief and energy as a Business Owner will be shared through personal branding, 
customer service, your knowledge platform and the results that you achieve.

Your book offers your target audience a solution, whether it is as a moment of escape through 
reading a fiction novel or answering what keeps them up at 2am in the morning within the 
non-fiction sector.

The key to marketing is building relationships, loyalty and engagement with your audience, 
providing value into their lives.

“Marketing is sharing your love for what you do with the people 
who will most celebrate hearing about it”.

– Joe Vitale
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Section Two: How to Create a Successful brand

Branding is streamlining your identity and presence to:
Build rapport and trust -
Deliver your message and voice clearly -
Demonstrate credibility and experience -
Develop connection and engagement, leading to loyalty -
Motivate and inspire your target audience -

When we look at the service industry, would you visit a hairdresser with un-maintained hair, 
book a personal stylist who lacked style and confidence or allow a financial adviser guide your 
financial growth when they drove around in an old bomb?

With Authors, the essence of branding is creating a strong and consistent representation that 
will promote both themselves and their expertise. This can be achieved through:

Creating a colour palate & style guide to use across all promotional materials, websites  -
and social media profiles that ties in with the book cover.
Defining a set writing style and editing guidelines that effectively delivers your message  -
to market.
Gaining clarity over the message and values that will allow you connect with your  -
market.
Building trust and connection through positive imagery. -
Displaying a persona that is authoritative and engaging. -
Offering a professional level of customer service and gratitude. -

Action Steps

Grab pen, paper, your laptop and a coffee.

Use Google and Amazon to research other Authors within your field, create a dossier of those 
who you believe have a strong and consistent message, is there anything within their branding 
that you can integrate or develop to hone and strengthen your message?

Or, for Authors that have an inconsistent branding message, what lessons can you learn?

Think holistic when aligning and creating your brand, charting your course to success.

Define the branding that you wish to establish for your profile as an Author.
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Section Three: DeFine Your Vision

Your focus in this section of ‘The Bestseller Incubator’ is to define clear, actionable goals for 
your book production, marketing schedule and business development tools.

Holistically, each of these will work together to ensure that you achieve maximum return on 
investment.

Be honest and realistic when setting your goals, deadlines and targets, attached you will also 
find a Book Production & Marketing Schedule that I use when structuring clients book plans, 
this will aid in breaking down your overall goals into achievable milestones.

Action Steps

Manuscript and Production: DeFine

Establish your goals & milestones: What are the 7 key results that you want from publishing 
your story?

Establish your end deadline & milestones: When do you want each stage of the writing to 
launch journey to be actioned by?
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Manuscript and Production: DeFine continued...

What is the book title and subtitle?

How many printed pages are you aiming for? Roughly 1 page on A4 content will be equivalent 
to 2 printed pages.

Create your Chapter Breakdown, Overview and Structure - Can you include Sub Chapters 
which will help you focus on the key messages that you are looking to deliver.
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Manuscript and Production: DeFine Continued...

Keeping in mind your goal # of printed pages - how many pages do you need to write per 
chapter?

Identify any case studies, special features and research that you should include in your book.

Marketing Plan Development: DeFine

Book Elevator Pitch: In 5 lines describe your book and its purpose.


